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DEMOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 

Paper-I 

(Semester-I)

Time: Three Hours] [Maximum Marks: 80

The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 

answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 

continuation sheet will be issued.

TrRf TFft 'SxR-'jftWT (40 W Wlrf 

1^1 3tfaf<=Ki ■’-pa f*Fn ^1^111

Note : Attempt six questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Answer 
the remaining five questions, selecting one question from 

each unit.
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COMPULSORY QUESTION 
(gjfawf TTFT)

1. Answer each part in up to 5 lines:

(i) Fertility differentials in developing countries.

(ii) List the measures of reproductivity.

(iii) Maternal mortality rate.

(iv) Measures of nuptiality.

(v) Trends of migration in developed countries.

(vi) Determinants of migration.
(vii) Tempo of urbanization.

(viii) What is meant by dependency ratio?

(ix) Uses of population projections.

(x) Second degree method of estimation.

(i) fWRT?ft<rl 3 $ f^FTT I

(ii) ‘J’RKMKchdl I

(iii) I

(iv) 4IM=h I

(v) 3 TsRH <1 1

(vi) TO? faqfcfr I

(vii) Tlfa I

(viii) snfisRmr $ w srfMsrrc t?

(ix) ■5HWU 3T35Hf $7 'ST'Tfr I

(x) 3J|eh?H fgcfl’M I
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UNIT-I
(WM)

2. Define fertility. Describe the factors affecting level of fertility in 
developing and developed countries.

3 M'JH’Rfil trial RR ■JTHlfacT °FR^ *K*1 '35T rMh <*11'31 M, I

3. Define total fertility and gross reproduction rate. What type of 
data are required to measure them?

W f^RT Wr W $7 31**4 f ?

UNIT-II
(W-H)

4. Define the concept of nuptiality. Discuss the recent trends in the 
age at marriage.

Wt5*dl 3TRWTT RftRlfatT I faw RRR SfRJ 

glftri* m^RiMT (<=<<^'=1’11 ehlFsiq, l

5. Point out the various measures of mortality in India. Also discuss
the changes that have occured in them.
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UNIT-III

6. Discuss the determinants and consequences of inter-state 
migration in India.

WI 3 5RF5FT fatfref W mRu||4
^1

7. Write notes on the following :

(i) Indirect measures of net internal migration.

(ii) Problems of base population in estimation of migration.

(i) Pi<=1<ri Su-dRoh W3H 3T5TPT^ HIM* I

(ii) TOT 3TR7TO 3 smiR 3WH PHFTTRI

UNIT-IV
(Wl-iv)

8. Explain the meaning of the labour force. Describe the factors 
that determine the size of the labour force.

w viRft 3t4 pre cfftfaiT । ^rref *rt

3FJ 3n°FR ®Ft *<xl it I

9. Describe the growth and distribution of urban population in 
developed and developing countries.

fWPd W 3 TRh ^FTWTT W
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UNIT-V
(W~V)

10. Why and where do we find the significance of population 
projections in India? Explain.

t?

11. Discuss in detail the exponential and modified exponential 
methods of population estimation.

*HW1I 3TFF?H Wfaft W fWtf

faWK’i?!* fc|^| |
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